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ABSTRACT: We report a method to synthesize and image
Janus spheroid and “kayak” shaped patchy particles that
combine both shape and interaction anisotropy. These
particles are fabricated by sequentially combining evaporative
deposition of chrome and gold with the uniaxial deformation
of the colloidal particles into spheroids. We introduce
combined reflection and fluorescence confocal microscopy to
image each component of the patchy particle. Image analysis
algorithms that resolve patch orientation from these image
volumes are described and used to characterize self-assembly behavior. Assemblies of the Janus spheroid and kayak particles
produced at different salt concentrations demonstrate the functional nature of the patch-to-patch interactions between the
particles. Selective gold-to-gold patch bonding is observed at intermediate salt concentrations, while higher salt concentrations
yield gel-like structures with nonselective patch-to-patch bonding. At intermediate salt concentrations, differences in the
orientational order of the assemblies indicate that both the preferential gold-to-gold patch bonding and the particles’ shape
anisotropy influence the self-assembled structure.

1. INTRODUCTION

Colloidal particles with diverse shapes and anisotropic
interactions can self-assemble into structures with complex
symmetries.1 An important class of anisotropic particles is
patchy colloids, that is, particles with a pairwise, orientation-
dependent interaction potential. The orientation dependence of
the pairwise interaction is generated by creating one or more
attractive or repulsive patches on the particle surface. Patchy
colloids are ideal for drug delivery applications2 and can be
used as model systems to study liquid state phenomena such as
the glass transition, crystallization kinetics, and spinodal
decomposition.3−5 This interest has driven the development
of a number of techniques to synthesize patchy colloids.6−9

One such method to synthesize patchy colloids is by the
controlled deposition of metals (e.g., chrome and gold) on one
side of a monolayer of polymer spheres.6 This technique can be
used to vary the functionality of patchy particles by creating one
(e.g., Janus) or two (e.g., triblock) patches of varying patch
sizes. Such particles have recently been self-assembled into
structures such as Bernal spirals and kagome lattices that can be
useful for membranes and filters.3,10 Simulations and recent
experiments have shown that particles with multiple patches,
which have a high functionality, can assemble into diverse
structures.11,12 In this paper, we introduce a new class of
functional patchy particles that have a combination of shape
and patch anisotropies and have the potential to create
assemblies of complex symmetry.13−15

We report the synthesis of patchy colloids whose
functionality is controlled by varying the patch anisotropy.
This control is clearly illustrated through the concept of three
anisotropy dimensions1 of patch size, aspect ratio, and patch
separation that are varied through the synthetic methods
reported in this paper. These dimensions are known to affect
colloidal self-assembly behavior. For example, patch coverage
affects the propensity for assembly of diamond as opposed to
face-centered cubic (FCC) or body-centered cubic
(BCC).4,11,16 The spheroid aspect ratio controls the
isotropic−nematic crystal transition.17 Patch separation, which
offsets the potential range of the patch from the particle center,
affects the formation of micelles and helices in Janus sphere
assemblies as well as the formation of plastic crystal phases.18,19

Particles that combine these anisotropy dimensions have the
potential to self-assemble into structures that have properties
associated with each individual anisotropy dimension, or
emergent properties from combinations of these dimensions,
creating highly complex and tunable structures. The first class
of particle we consider is a combination of the two orthogonal
anisotropy dimensions of patch size and aspect ratio. We refer
to this particle as a “Janus spheroid”. The second class of patchy
particle we report is a combination of the two orthogonal
anisotropy dimensions of patch separation and aspect ratio. We
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refer to this patchy particle as a “kayak” because of its visual
likeness to the familiar boat.
Patchy particles such as those described herein present a

unique challenge for current imaging techniques. Although
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) is a standard tool
for imaging colloidal particle position, the quantification of
particle orientation, which is necessary with anisometric and/or
patchy particles, has thus far received little attention. We
introduce a new and versatile imaging method using two
channel CLSM to resolve all six degrees of freedom of each
particle. Using this method, we quantify the anisotropic
orientation of both the Janus spheroids and patchy kayak
particles alone and in complex assemblies.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
2.1. Spheroidal Particle Synthesis. Spheroidal particles are

synthesized using methods described in Shah et al.20 Briefly, 300 μL of
a 2 vol % sulfate-modified polystyrene (PS, F8851, Invitrogen Inc.)
particle solution is dispersed in a 7.5 mL of a 10 wt % poly(vinyl
alcohol) (PVA) solution. This solution is poured into flat Omni trays
and allowed to dry overnight. This leads to formation of a thin film
(∼40 μm), which is pealed off the Omni tray. Strips are cut out of this
film and uniaxially stretched to a strain of 2.5 at a temperature of 120
°C using our custom-made stretching device. The films are then
allowed to cool and resuspended in water. The PVA dissolves in water
and spheroids are released in to the solution. This solution is
centrifuged at 5000g for 10 min and then resuspended in water at least
five times to remove residual PVA from the suspension.
2.2. Sphere/Spheroid Particle Monolayer Synthesis. 300 μL

of a 2 vol % solution of PS spheres/synthesized PS spheroids (F8851,
Invitrogen Inc.) are solvent-exchanged with 300 μL of ethanol using
centrifugation. This solution of spheres/spheroids is spin-coated on to
a glass microscope slide (presoaked in a 0.1 N potassium hydroxide
solution for 15 min (Sigma-Aldrich)) at 3000 rpm for 30 s to create a
single particle monolayer.
2.3. Substrate Modification for Assemblies. We suspend our

particles on glass substrates (glass coverslip, 35 mm × 50 mm × 0.13
mm, Fisher Scientific) that have been treated with a potassium
hydroxide base bath solution (300 g of potassium hydroxide pellets
(Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in 4 L of isopropanol (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1
L of deionized (DI) water) for 2 h.
These substrates are then further modified for patchy particles

suspended at high salt concentrations (100 mM salt). A thin
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) layer is created, which prevents the
adsorption of particles onto the substrate and minimizes particle−
substrate interactions, by spin-coating (3000 rpm) 1 mL of a 5 wt %
solution of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA, 4 million molecular weight,
Sigma-Aldrich) in ethanol solution onto the coverslip.

2.4. Patchy Particle Assembly. Approximately 100 μL of patchy
particles (∼0.1 wt %) is suspended in DI water at varying sodium
chloride salt concentrations. These particles are then allowed to
sediment for ∼24 h. Most of the patchy particles are heavier than
water and sediment to the coverslip. This leads to an increase in
particle concentration and assembly structures form over time at the
coverslip. We image our assemblies at a time of ∼24 h and note that
there is no qualitative change in the assembly structure after 24 h.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Patchy Particle Synthesis. 3.1.1. Janus Spheroid
Particle Synthesis. Figure 1 reports the synthesis of Janus
spheroids, which are particles with a single patch along the
major axis of the hemispheroid of the particle. Homogeneous
spheroids are first synthesized from 1.0 ± 0.03 μm polystyrene
(PS) microspheres (F8851, Invitrogen Inc.) using the
procedure of Shah et al.20 (Figure 1a). A monolayer is created
from the spheroidal particles (Figure 1b, cf. Supporting
Information). The major axis of particles in the monolayer is
oriented parallel to the glass surface. Layers of chrome (7.5 nm
thickness) and gold (15 nm thickness) are then sequentially
deposited on the single particle monolayers using an e-beam
evaporator (Denton Vacuum, Figure 1c). This deposits chrome
and gold preferentially on just one hemispheroid of the
spheroidal particle to create Janus spheroids. The patchy
surface charge and anisotropic pair potential of the particles can
be tuned further by creating a self-assembled monolayer (SAM)
on the gold hemispheroid through a thiol surface reaction. The
SAM is produced by suspending the glass microscope slide with
a monolayer of Janus spheroids in 10 mM 8-mercaptooctanoic
acid (Sigma-Aldrich) solution in ethanol (Decon Laboratories)
for at least 24 h. Particles are then manually swept off the
microscope slide surface, and particle aggregates are broken up
through sonication. The particles are stable and exhibit
Brownian motion (Figure 1d and Supporting Information
movie 1).
Figures 1e−g are scanning electron microscope (SEM,

Philips XL-30) images of the Janus spheroids. The brighter
half of the PS spheroid in the images is coated with gold, while
the other, lighter half is uncoated. Figure 1g shows
monodisperse particles with a major axis length of 3.2 ± 0.2
μm, a minor axis length of 0.59 ± 0.05 μm, and an aspect ratio
of 5.4 ± 0.6 (determined by image analysis of 13 particles).
Figure 1h reports combined fluorescence and reflection imaging
of dispersed Janus spheroids using confocal laser scanning

Figure 1. (a−d) Schematic of Janus spheroid particle synthesis. SEM: (e) top view, (f) side view, and (g) zoomed-out view. (h) Two-channel CLSM
image. Scale bar: (e, f) 0.5 μm and (g, h) 3 μm.
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microscopy (CLSM). The fluorescence channel of a metal-
coated particle excites only the uncoated fluorescently labeled
part of the particle.21 The reflection channel predominantly
images the gold coating on the particle because gold and
chrome metal is much more reflective than the PS component
of the particle. These two channels are merged together to
create a composite image, where the patches of a Janus
spheroid are distinctly colored (red-PS and green-chrome and
gold). Regions of the particle may appear yellow in the
composite images because the red PS patch (fluorescent
channel) spatially merges with the green chrome and gold
coating (reflection channel), due to the resolution limits of
optical microscopy. This merging is especially evident for
particles with a gold patch facing away from the coverslip.
3.1.2. Patchy Kayak Particle Synthesis. Figure 2 reports the

synthesis of kayak particles, which are homogeneous spheroids
with a patch offset from the centroid of the spheroid backbone.
Kayak particles are synthesized using the scheme in Figure 2a−
f. We first synthesize a monolayer of Janus spherical particles, as
depicted in Figure 2a, using sequential vapor deposition of 7.5
nm of chrome followed by 15 nm of gold on a monolayer of PS
microspheres (cf. Supporting Information). Next, a SAM is
produced on the gold half of the particles by suspending the
glass microscope slide with the Janus sphere monolayer in a 10
mM 8-mercaptooctanoic acid solution in ethanol for at least 24
h. The microscope slide is then washed with DI water and
placed within a cavity machined in a Teflon mold to a depth
that matches the thickness of the microscope slide, leveling the
particle monolayer with the surface of the mold. 12 mL of 10 wt
% PVA is then poured in this mold and allowed to dry
overnight (Figure 2a,b). This leads to formation of a thin PVA
film containing the embedded Janus spheres with gold patches
uniformly oriented in the film (Figure 2c). This alignment is
essential for the synthesis of uniform kayak particles and is
similar to the stamping technique that has been used to transfer

monolayers between substrates.22 The thin film is peeled off the
mold and strips are cut out of this film, which are then clamped
to the stretching device described in Shah et al.20 An
elongational strain of 2.5 is then applied at a temperature of
120 °C (Figure 2d). This uniaxial deformation of the
elastomeric PVA film above the Tg of PS leads to formation
of kayak particles (Figure 2e). The metallic half of the Janus
particle is essentially undeformed (distorted by <10% of its
initial diameter (1 μm)) during this stretching process, while
the PS half of the Janus particle deforms to a spheroid of aspect
ratio 4.24 ± 0.19. This effect leads to a centrally located
spherical metal patch on the spheroidal half of the particle. The
kayak particles are released by dissolving the PVA matrix in
water once it is cooled (Figure 2f). The solution is vigorously
sonicated using a horn sonicator (Cole-Palmer Instruments) to
break up particle aggregates. For colloidal stability at high salt
concentrations (100 mM salt), SAMs are created again on the
gold cap by dispersing the particles in a 10 mM 8-
mercaptooctanoic acid in ethanol solution for 24 h. The
SAM modified particles are then redispersed in DI water by
centrifugation, and we observe that the particles are stable and
exhibit Brownian motion (cf. Supporting Information movie 2).
Figures 2g−i report SEM images of kayak particles. The gold

cap appears considerably brighter than the polymer spheroid in
these images. Figure 2i shows that the kayak particles are
relatively monodisperse. The relative length of the Janus
spherical metal patch diameter to the polymeric spheroidal
major axis length is nearly uniform at a ratio of 1:3. By analysis
of 10 particles in the SEM images, the major axis length of the
particle is 2.40 ± 0.15 μm. The gold patch is offset to 0.20 ±
0.01 μm from the minor axis of the spheroid, which is 0.49 ±
0.03 μm in diameter. Figure 2j shows the two-channel CLSM
composite image of kayak particles, with the chrome and gold
patch colored green and the PS volume colored red.

Figure 2. (a−f) Schematic of kayak particle synthesis. SEM: (g) top view, (h) side view, and (i) zoomed-out view. (j) Two-channel CLSM image.
Scale bar: (g, h) 0.5 μm, (i) 5 μm, and (j) 3 μm.
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3.2. Patchy Particle Image Analysis. 3.2.1. Janus
Spheroid Image Analysis. Figure 3 reports the particle
identification method used to find the centroids and
orientations of Janus spheroid particles. Figure 3a shows the
CLSM image volume (voxel size 0.038 μm × 0.038 μm × 0.038
μm) projection of an immobilized cluster of Janus spheroid
particles synthesized as per section 3.1.1. As in previous work
that report techniques to identify the centroids and directors of
spheroids23 from 3D image volumes, we assume that the
brightest pixels in a spheroid image volume lie on the backbone
of spheroids. We apply these algorithms to each channel of the
CLSM, independently identifying individual parts of our patchy
particles from the CLSM image volume. For Janus spheroid
particles, the primary volumetric portion of the particle is
fluorescent spheroidal PS. The particle identification method is
applied to this fluorescent image to identify the particle
centroid and spheroid director (Figure 3b,d). The centroids of
the metal half of the particles are also obtained by applying the
spheroid algorithm to the reflection channel (Figure 3c,e). A PS
spheroid centroid is then matched to a gold spheroid centroid
that is closest to their known separation, as calculated from
SEM images (Figure 1e,f). The patch director is the vector that
connects the centroid of the uncoated PS to the centroid of its

matched chrome and gold cap. Thus, all six degrees of freedom
are recovered for Janus spheroid particles (Figure 3g). We
assess the accuracy of this algorithm by direct comparison of
the composite image (Figure 3a) and the rendering (Figure 3f).
In the example here, the matching algorithm correctly identifies
all the particles’ centroids and orientations (cf. Supporting
Information for further characterization of the image analysis
precision and accuracy).

3.2.2. Patchy Kayak Image Analysis. Figure 4 reports the
particle identification method used to find the centroids and
orientations of kayak particles. This method is similar to the
procedure developed for Janus spheroids in section 3.2.1.
Briefly, Figure 4a shows the CLSM image volume (voxel size
0.038 μm × 0.038 μm × 0.038 μm) projection of an
immobilized cluster of kayak particles synthesized as per
section 3.1.2. For kayak particles, the primary volumetric
portion of the particle is fluorescent spheroidal PS. The particle
centroid and spheroid director (Figure 4b,d) are identified
using the spheroid tracking algorithm23 of the CLSM image
volume, and the centroids of metal caps are obtained by
applying the standard sphere algorithm24 to the reflection
channel (Figure 4c,e) of the CLSM image volume. A PS
spheroid centroid is then matched to a gold cap centroid that is

Figure 3. (a−f) Janus spheroid image analysis schematic. Microscopy images are 2D maximum projections of the rendered image volume. (g) The
director (npatch) and orientation angles (θ, ϕ, ψ) identified by image analysis algorithms.

Figure 4. (a−f) Patchy kayak image analysis schematic. Microscopy images are 2D maximum projections of the rendered image volume. (g) The
director (npatch) and orientation angles (θ, ϕ, ψ) identified by image analysis algorithms.
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closest to their known separation, as calculated from SEM
images (Figure 2g,h; cf. Supporting Information). The patch is
placed in the bisecting plane of the uncoated PS spheroid, such
that the director points from the centroid of the uncoated PS
spheroid to the centroid of its matched gold cap recovering all
six degrees of freedom for kayak particles (Figure 4f). We assess
the accuracy of this algorithm by direct comparison of the
composite image (Figure 4a) and the rendering (Figure 4f). In
the example here, the matching algorithm correctly identifies all
the particles’ centroids and orientations.
3.3. Patchy Particle Assembly and Image Volume

Analysis. Images and characterization of the self-assembly
behavior of the Janus spheroid and patchy kayak particles are
reported in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. We apply the image
analysis tools introduced in section 3.2 to render and
statistically analyze the assemblies. Both patchy kayaks and
Janus spheroids are negatively charged and pairwise repulsive
under conditions of no added electrolyte (cf. Supporting
Information movies 1 and 2). Consequently, there is no pair
binding observed. However, this charge is screened and the
electrostatic repulsion is reduced upon the addition of salt. We
suspend our particles in two different salt concentrations [2.5
mM (Debye length 6 nm; cf. Supporting Information) and 100
mM (Debye length 0.95 nm; cf. Supporting Information)
sodium chloride in water] and report the resulting assemblies in
sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
3.3.1. Janus Spheroid Particle Assembly and Analysis.

Figure 5 shows the assembly structures obtained for Janus
spheroid particles at two different salt concentrations (100 mM
and 2.5 mM salt) formed using methods described in Section
3.1.1. Figure 5a shows the disordered, gel-like assembly

structure obtained for Janus spheroid particles (aspect ratio
5.4) suspended at high salt concentrations (100 mM salt). We
image these assemblies at the same resolution as in Figure 3.
We analyze a region of interest of that assembly in Figure 5b
and render the results of the image analysis in Figure 5c. The
gold-to-gold patch bonding in that structure is computed in
Figure 5d. The green bonds represent gold-to-gold patch
bonding, and the red bonds represent non gold-to-gold bonds.
There is no significant preference for gold-to-gold patch
bonding as is quantitatively evident in Figure 5i.
In Figure 5e−h, we analyze an assembly of Janus spheroids

(aspect ratio 5.4) at 2.5 mM NaCl salt concentrations. Figure
5e shows an assembly obtained at this intermediate salt
concentration. We analyze a representative section of this
structure (Figure 5f) and use image analysis to render the
assembly structure in Figure 5g. The gold-to-gold patch
bonding is computed in Figure 5h. In this case, there is a
significant preference for gold-to-gold patch bonding (Figure
5i).
We compare the fraction of gold-to-gold bonds to the total

particle bonds obtained for these two assembly conditions in
Figure 5i. Particles are considered bonded if their surface
separation is <0.5 μm. Our analysis shows that 75% of the total
bonds are gold-to-gold bonds for intermediate salt concen-
trations while only 26% of the total bonds are gold-to-gold for
high salt concentration. This demonstrates the gold-to-gold
patch bonding functionality of Janus spheroids at intermediate
salt concentrations. In contrast, the whole particle is attractive
at high salt concentrations, and there is no gold patch
functionality. Here, we note that particles will have a majority
of gold-to-gold contacts when the gold-to-gold patch bond is

Figure 5. (a) CLSM image of Janus spheroid particles suspended in 100 mM salt. The order parameter of the self-assembly (cf. text) is provided in
the image. (b) Representative section of that assembly enlarged and rotated. (c) Corresponding image-processed rendering. (d) Corresponding
bonding figure. (e) CLSM image of Janus spheroid particles suspended in 2.5 mM salt. The computed order parameter is shown in the image. (f)
Representative section of that assembly enlarged and rotated. (g) Corresponding image-processed rendering. (h) Corresponding bonding figure. (i)
Graph of the fraction of gold-to-gold bonds to total particle contact bonds for intermediate and high salt concentrations. Scale bar: (a, e) 5 μm.
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attractive but are still expected to have a nonzero fraction of
non-gold−gold contacts because of geometric considerations.
In these locally dense configurations, nonspecifically bonded
particles will be within our bonding cutoff even if their patches
are not bonded to one another. The abundance of nonspecific
contacts depends on the resulting assembly morphology and
particle geometry.
We also compare the orientational order of the particles in

the assemblies formed at intermediate and high salt
concentrations. We compute the orientational order of the
PS spheroids with a local alignment order parameter (Ψ).

∑ ∑Ψ = ⃗ · ⃗
= =N N

n n
1 1

( )
i

N

i j

N

i j
p 0 NN, 0

2
ip NN,

(1)

Here, Np is the number of particles, NNN,i is the particle i’s
number of nearest neighbors, and ni, nj are the gold patch
normal vectors of spheroids i and j, respectively. This parameter
varies between 0 and 1: Ψ = 0 if particles are orthogonal to
their neighbors, Ψ = 1/2 if they are randomly oriented, and Ψ =
1 if they are aligned. The gel-like assemblies obtained at high
salt concentrations are randomly oriented (Figure 5a−d) with
Ψ = 0.34 ± 0.06. In contrast, the assemblies obtained at
intermediate salt concentrations are highly oriented with Ψ =
0.98 ± 0.003. We note that the patch bonding along the major
axis of the Janus spheroids induces local orientational alignment
at intermediate salt concentrations.
3.3.2. Patchy Kayak Particle Assembly and Analysis. Figure

6 shows the assembly structures obtained at two different salt

concentrations (100 and 2.5 mM salt) for patchy kayak
particles obtained using methods described in section 3.1.2. We
observe the formation of disordered, gel-like assembly
structures for patchy kayak particles (aspect ratio 3) in Figure
6a. We analyze a small section of the resulting assembly in
Figure 6b and render the coordinates of the particles in the self-
assembly in Figure 6c, as obtained from image analysis. The
number of gold-to-gold patch bonds to the total particle
contacts is reported in Figure 6d. Figure 6i shows that there is
no preference for gold-to-gold alignment in this configuration.
In Figure 6e−h, we analyze an image volume of a kayak

particle (aspect ratio 2.5) assembly at 2.5 mM NaCl salt
concentration. In this case, there is significant preference for
gold-to-gold patch bonding as is evident in Figure 6i.
We compare the fraction of gold-to-gold bonds to the total

particle contacts obtained for these two assembly conditions in
Figure 6i. Our analysis shows that the 62% of bonds are gold-
to-gold bonds at intermediate salt concentrations while only
12% are gold-to-gold at high concentrations. This comparison
demonstrates preferential site bonding of patchy kayaks at
intermediate salt concentrations.
We also compare the orientational order of the kayaks in the

assemblies obtained at intermediate and high salt concen-
trations. The orientational order parameter (Ψ) is 0.34 ± 0.08
for the assemblies obtained at high salt concentrations (Figure
6a−d), while Ψ is 0.52 ± 0.07 for the assemblies obtained at
intermediate salt concentrations. Thus, there is no orientational
alignment in either sample. We note that the kayaks’ patches

Figure 6. (a) CLSM image of self-assembly of patchy kayak particles suspended in 100 mM salt. The order parameter is shown in the image inset.
(b) Representative section of that assembly, enlarged and rotated. (c) Corresponding image-processed rendering. (d) Corresponding bonding figure.
(e) CLSM image of Janus spheroid assembly suspended in 2.5 mM salt. The order parameter is shown in the image inset. (f) Representative section
of that assembly enlarged and rotated. (g) Corresponding image-processed rendering. (h) Corresponding bonding figure. (i) Graph of the fraction of
gold-to-gold bonds to total particle contact bonds for intermediate and high salt concentrations. Scale bar: (a, e) 5 μm.
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are clearly bonded, but the particles are still free to rotate about
that bond, resulting in limited orientational alignment.
3.3.3. Bulk Assembly Structure Analysis through Image

Processing. The image analysis algorithms developed in section
3.2 are capable of analyzing bulk structural properties of large-
scale assemblies. In Figure 7, we analyze our gel-like disordered
assemblies using the image analysis algorithms developed in
this paper. The gel-like assemblies are large, multilayer
structures that assemble into interconnected bundles over 24
h (cf. Supporting Information). Figure 7a−c depicts projections
of Janus sphere, Janus spheroid, and kayak particle assemblies,
respectively, obtained by suspending particles in a 100 mM
NaCl solution and placed on a coverslip with a thin PAA
coating. We produce ordered bulk assemblies pictured in Figure
7d using the same procedure described in section 3.1.2 to
contrast our results from the gel-like assembly structures. In this
case, the particles are not sonicated after redispersal in water.
This leads to the formation of kayak rafts (cf. Supporting
Information). Results of the patchy particle identification are
shown in Figure 7e−h. There is very good visual agreement
between the assembly structure and results of particle
identification. The algorithms misidentified <5% of particles.
The uncertainty in the particle centroids and spheroid directors
are 0.06 μm and 7°, respectively, while patch directors have a
typical angular uncertainty of 24° (cf. Supporting Information).
This uncertainty is sufficiently small to resolve patch-to-patch
alignment and identify the crystallography of structures. Further
refinements in the imaging technique would be needed for
more precise patch orientation for dynamical studies (cf.
Supporting Information).
We also report the orientation order parameter (S) of the

patch directors, which is a measure of their degree of alignment
(Figure 7e−h). The patch director is calculated by drawing a
vector from the centroid of the uncoated PS body to the
centroid of the coated patch. S is defined as the largest
eigenvalue of the orientation angle tensor (Q) of all such patch
directors.

∑= ⃗ ⃗ ⊗ ⃗ ⃗ −
=

Q
N

n r n r I
1 3

2
( ) ( )

1
2i

N

i i
0

patch patch
(2)

where nr is the number of particles in the image volume,
n ⃗patch(ri⃗) is the patch director of the ith particle at position ri⃗, ⊗
is the direct product, and I is the identity tensor. The order
parameter varies from 0 (all the patch directors are disordered)
to 1 (all the patch directors are aligned). The patch directors in
Figure 7a−c are nearly randomly oriented, as evident from their
low order parameters (S < 0.2, Figure 7e−g), while the patch
directors of the particles in Figure 7d are aligned (S = 0.92,
Figure 7h). The inset plots of Figure 7e−g show a histogram of
the patch directors projected on the unit sphere (stereographic
projection). A cluster of points on the sphere indicates patch
alignment, while scattered points indicate random orientation
of directors. In Figure 7e, the cluster of points shown in the
inset stereographic projection indicates partial alignment. The
projections of Figure 7f,g show no such cluster of points for the
spheroid and kayak samples, indicating random patch align-
ment, while the inset plot of Figure 7h shows almost total
alignment. This suggests that the tendency of patch-to-patch
alignment is negligible at high salt concentrations in the
formation of gel-like structures as seen in Figure 7.

4. DISCUSSION

The syntheses of patchy kayak and Janus spheroids that
incorporate both shape and interaction anisotropy have been
reported. Imaging methods and image analysis algorithms have
been developed to identify all six degrees of freedom of these
patchy particles. We used the image-analysis methods to
quantify the selectivity of gold-to-gold patch bonding and
analyze patchy particle assembly structures under different
assembly conditions.
The synthesis method used to make patchy kayak and Janus

spheroid particles is versatile and easily generalizable to other
types of anisotropic Janus particles. For example, the aspect
ratio of both the Janus spheroid and patchy kayak particles can
be changed easily by varying the elongational strain.17 The

Figure 7. (a−d) CLSM images of disordered assemblies of Janus sphere, Janus spheroid, patchy kayak particles, and ordered kayak rafts. Assemblies
are created at a 100 mM sodium chloride salt concentration. (e−h) Renderings of the corresponding assemblies. Order parameter (S) and
stereographic projections of the patch directors are also shown (cf. main text). Scale bar: (a−d) 5 μm.
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patch size of the Janus spheroid and patchy kayaks could be
varied using methods such as glancing angle deposition.6 The
patch separation of the patchy kayaks could also be varied by
using dicolloids with varying patch separations as synthesized
by Mock et al.25 Thus, the methods introduced in this paper
can be used to synthesize anisotropic patchy particles with
variable anisotropy dimensions. Approximately 109 particles are
synthesized per experiment using our current methods, and
these methods could be scaled upward as necessary.
Patchy kayak and Janus spheroid particles both show gold-to-

gold patch bonding at intermediate salt concentrations in
Figures 5 and 6. At intermediate salt concentrations, the
screening of the electrostatic charges is apparently sufficient for
the gold-to-gold interaction to be attractive, while gold-to-PS
and PS-to-PS interactions are still repulsive. At high salt
concentrations, the screening of electrostatic repulsive charges
is sufficient for all the possible particle bonds (gold-to-gold,
gold-to-PS, and PS-to-PS) to be attractive. Hence, there is no
preference for gold-to-gold patch bonding at high salt
concentrations. This result indicates that the pair potential of
these particles can be tuned by adding salt to the system. The
sensitivity of the relative bond propensity to electrolyte
concentration may be due to a number of reasons. Potential
determinants of the sensitivity include a difference in van der
Waals attractions between gold and latex surfaces, a difference
in the relative charge density of the gold and latex surfaces, or
the presence of the 8-mercaptooctanoic acid self-assembled
monolayer on the gold surfaces of the Janus particles. This
study’s observation of a functional sensitivity to electrolyte
concentration would motivate future work to distinguish the
relative role of these potential contributions to the propensity
for gold−gold bonding Janus particles.
While there is significant gold-to-gold patch bonding in both

particles at intermediate salt concentrations, the resultant
assemblies are very different. Specifically, the spheroid director
orientational order parameter is high for Janus spheroids
(0.98), indicating that the particles are aligned in their
assemblies. It is low for patchy kayak particles (0.52), indicating
that the orientation of the PS spheroid component is nearly
random in assemblies. This comparison indicates that the gold-
to-gold patch bonding induces more orientational order in
Janus spheroids than in the patchy kayak particles. Janus
spheroids are bonded along their major axis, which limits the
orientational freedom of the spheroid and forces the Janus
spheroids into orientationally ordered structures. By contrast,
the kayaks are bonded by their spherical gold patches. This
does not constrain the spheroid half of the particle, which is
free to rotate about the bond. Consequently, while both the
patchy kayaks and Janus spheroids show strong gold-to-gold
patch bonding at intermediate salt concentrations, only Janus
spheroids show orientational order at intermediate salt
concentrations. We find, therefore, that the structures obtained
by assembling patchy kayaks and Janus spheroids are very
different. Patch anisotropy, in conjunction with shape
anisotropy, both affect the final self-assembled structure.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have reported a synthesis scheme for a new class of patchy
particles that combines patch size, aspect ratio, and patch
separation anisotropy dimensions. From among these possibil-
ities, we specifically synthesized patchy kayak and Janus
spheroid particles. Two-channel CLSM was used to resolve
the anisotropic orientation of these particles in their self-

assemblies. Image analysis routines were used to quantify all six
degrees of freedom of the patchy particles. These imaging and
computer aided identification techniques have potentially broad
applications to the study of anisotropic patchy particles and
their assemblies. They were used in the present work to
characterize the functionality of the patchy particles and their
assemblies. We show that the assemblies of patchy kayaks and
Janus spheroids are dependent on their propensity for gold-to-
gold patch bonding as well as the shape of the particle. The
particle synthesis and image-processing methods introduced in
this paper can potentially be extended to magnetic and
catalytically active particles.
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